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English 3201
Grading Standards

June 2004

Pre-Marking Appraisal

The exam was considered appropriate and fair with clear and well-developed questions.
It covered an array of different outcomes providing students with opportunities to show
their skills and knowledge.

Visual: Clear, questions covered significant areas of visual literacy.

Prose: Use of humour was appreciated. Vocabulary and tone fit other selections
studied this year.

Poetry: Fair vocabulary, generally viewed as a mid-level poem in terms of difficulty.

Comparative Study:
A good comprehensive question. Extensive knowledge of selections was
required. Most students could apply the concepts presented in the task.

Personal Response Writing:
After some discussion and upon review of exemplars, it was decided that given
the nature of the task students would be given room for creativity and content.

Organization and Procedure 

Markers were assigned specific questions. Answer keys were discussed and an
appropriate marking scheme was agreed upon. Exemplars were double scored to ensure
marking consistency.

(ii) Marking Standard and Consistency

 There were 2 chief markers (one of which was solely responsible for ensuring marking
consistency). The two major essay questions were constantly monitored by the
designated chief marker. An initial training session involved group and individual
marking with discussion. Throughout the marking process checks were done. These were
accompanied by more group and individual discussion. Consistency for all other
questions was monitored by the chief marker.
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PART 1
Visual - 10%

Instructions: Complete all questions in this section.

Value
4% 4. State a possible theme or message for the visual. Use one specific reference to the

visual to support your answer.

Possible themes:
• vulnerability
• fragility
• darkness in society
• isolation, loneliness, individuality
• (other possible legitimate answers)

Possible reference:
• downcast eyes
• tilted head
• folded arms
• cracked head and arms
• nakedness
• baldness relating to illness (cancer)

(other possible legitimate answers)

Marking Key:

For this question, 2 marks were allotted for the statement of theme or message
and 2 marks for a specific reference to support this statement. 

Commentary on Response:

This question was well done, however stating a clear theme was difficult for
many.

Common Errors:

• Students had difficulty stating a theme.
• Students did not give specific references to the visual (some gave no

reference at all and some referenced “other works” from the course).
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Exemplars
Excellent (4/4)

Good (3/4)
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Value
3% 5. Suggest two reasons why the visual appears in black and white instead of colour.

Possible reasons:
• to reflect emotional state of subject - pain, suffering, confusion, etc.
• to create mood/ atmosphere - i.e., negativity of message
• to eliminate any preconceived bias related to colour.

Marking Key: 

For each clearly stated reason the students were given 1.5 marks.

Commentary on Response:

This question was generally not well done.

Common Errors:

• Students only dealt with one reason rather than two.
• Students provided vague answers.
• Students lacked knowledge of “visual literacy” and could not relate the

absence of colour in the visual and background to the author’s purpose.

Exemplars
Excellent (3/3)
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Good (2/3)
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PART 11
Prose - 15%

Instructions: Complete all questions in this section.

Value
   4% 12. At the end of the selection the narrator states. “Being an adult is dirty work. But

someone has to do it.” Using two specific references from the selection, show the
truth of the statement. 

Possible quotes:
• “she would reach into the sink with her bare hands - BARE HANDS- and

pick up that lethal gunk”
• “To top that, I saw her reach into the wet garbage bag and fish around in

there looking for a lost teaspoon BAREHANDED.”
• “Ordure”... it meant “unspeakable filth” I knew exactly to what it referred. 

We had it every night.  In the bottom of the sink.”
• “I knew the stuff in the sink drainer was lethal and septic.”
• “It gave you leprosy, or something worse.”
• “Even worse, I knew that the stuff could congeal and mush up and mutate

into some living thing that would crawl out of the sink during the night
and get loose in the house.”

• “My father, however, would take a plunger to the toilet when it was
stopped up with even worse stuff.”

• or, list of things that grown-ups do... (paragraph 12) etc.

Marking Key:

For full marks, two references from the selection showing how each reference
applies to the statement, “Being an adult is dirty work. But someone has to do it.”

If two references were stated with no explanation two marks were awarded.

If one reference was stated with no explanation one mark was awarded.

Commentary on Response:

This question was well done.

Common Errors:

• Students gave two references/quotes but did not expand to show how the
references illustrated the truth of the statement.

• Students did not deal with both sentences: “Being an adult is dirty work.
But someone has to do it.”  in their response.
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Exemplars
Excellent (4/4)
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Good (3/4)
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Value
5% 13. What is the point of view of “Dirty Work”? Using two specific references,

evaluate the effectiveness of writing in this point of view.

1st person point of view with transition from adolescent to adult perspective. 

Possible references:

• 1 reference from adolescent years (para. 1- 11) and elaboration on how
the writer felt about “Dirty Work” at this time in his life. 
• Possible quotes: 

•  “I knew the stuff in the sink drainer was lethal and septic.”
• “It gave you leprosy, or something worse.”
• “Even worse, I knew that the stuff could congeal and mush

up and mutate into some living thing that would crawl out
of the sink during the night and get loose in the house.” etc.

• 1 reference from adult years (para.12-17) and elaboration on how his
thinking had changed as he matured.
• Possible quotes:

• “But now.  Now, I am a grown-up.... And I imagine making
a speech to a high school graduating class.  First, I would
ask them, how many of you would like to be an adult, and
independent, on-you-own citizen?.. And then I would give
them this list... in the street.”

• “A willingness to do your share of cleaning up the mess is
a a test.  And taking out the garbage of this life is a
condition of membership in community.”

• “When you are a kid... When you join the ranks of the
grown-ups, you take out the garbage because you love
them.  And by”them” I mean not only your own family, but
the family of humankind.”etc.

Marking Key:

Students were required to state the point of view of the selection - first person
point of view with transition from adolescence to adulthood.

Two references from the selection evaluating the effectiveness of writing in first
person.

Commentary on Response:

This question was generally well done.
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Common Errors:

• Pont of view was often confused with opinion/theme/message.  
• The use of specific references was sometimes lacking. 
• Students missed the transition between adolescent and adult perspectives..
• Students did not mention 1st person; some confused it with 3rd person point

of view or teenage point of view.
• Students proved that the selection was written in 1st person point of view,

rather than arguing that 1st person was the best and most effective way for
the piece to be written (i.e.; comparing how the piece would be if written
in 3rd person).
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Exemplars
Excellent (5/5)
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Good (4/5)
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PART 111
Poetry - 15%

Instructions: Complete all questions in this section.

Value
4% 20. Choose one image from “Once Upon A Time” which best illustrates the

emotional state of the speaker. Be sure to identify the emotional state of the
speaker and defend your choice.

Possible images:
• “ice-block-cold eyes”
• “shake hands with their hearts”
• “shake hands without hearts”
• “my empty pockets”
• “I have learned to wear many faces... homeface, officeface, streetface,

hostface, cocktailface, with all their conforming smiles like a fixed portrait
smile”

• “unlearn all these muting things”
• “my laugh in the mirror shows only my teeth like a snake’s bare fangs.”

etc.

Possible emotional state(s) of the speaker:
• regret
• nostalgia
• sadness, etc.

Marking Key:

Making a specific reference to an image was awarded one mark.

Stating the emotional state of the author was awarded a half mark.

Defense showing an understanding of how the image is linked to the emotional
state of the author was awarded two and a half marks.

Commentary on Response:

This question was generally well done, however, What is imagery? is a concept
that needs to be covered in class.

Common Errors:

• Students did not specifically indicate the image they were discussing.
• Students selected images randomly from poem to match selected response

items in #18(a) exhilarated; (b) frustrated; (c) nostalgic; (d) regretful.
• Students failed to link the image to the explanation
• Students did not focus on a specific emotional state.
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Exemplars
Excellent (4/4)
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Good (3/4)
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Value
5% 21. Evaluate the effectiveness of the poet’s use of diction in lines 20-23. 

“I have learned to wear many faces like dresses - homeface, officeface, streetface,
hostface, cocktailface, with all their conforming smiles. . .”

Reference to specific diction (word choice) and possible meanings:
• homeface: facade worn in our own house, reflects a more relaxed you
• officeface: profession, working face
• streetface: guarded, unknown, unfriendly face
• hostface: cordial, accommodating, polite face
• cocktailface: social face, 
link these to,  
• “their conforming smiles” to show that the poet is emphasizing that the

speaker wears these different faces because they are expected. The speaker
can not show his real face.

Marking Key:

Students needed to show an understanding of diction for one mark and select and
interpret the meaning of the different faces commenting on their effectiveness.

Commentary on Response:

This question was generally not well done.

Common Errors:

• Students had difficulty with the concept of “diction”.
• Students interpreted lines thematically making scant reference to word

usage in particular.
• Students often commented on what the lines or words meant, but did not

discuss “effectiveness” - only giving meaning/paraphrase of lines.
• Students focused on figurative language and not diction.
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Exemplars
Excellent (5/5)
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Good (3.5/5)
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Value
10% 22. In two well-developed paragraphs, compare and contrast the two views of

adulthood conveyed in “Dirty Work” and “Once Upon A Time”. Support your
answer with specific references to each selection.

Possible similarities:
• not easy / challenges of adulthood
• difficult
• a lot of work
• equals responsibility
• equals change

Possible differences:
• Prose - acceptance towards role adulthood / pride in the role
• Poem - criticism towards or disgust of the fakeness of adulthood

Marking Key:

Students were expected to state the two views conveyed in each selection with 
specific references elaborating on at  least one similarity and one difference for
full marks.

Commentary on Response:

• Students summarized the two selections. 
• References often provided were one’s own life experiences, rather than

quotations and paraphrases from the selections. 
• Students used direct reference to the text but did not explain the

importance of the quote. 
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Exemplars
Excellent (10/10)
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Good (7.5/10)
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Value
25% 23. In the face of adversity, a character uses many strategies to ensure his/her

survival.  With reference to a Shakespearean play and one longer work from the
prescribed or optional list below, show how a major character from each selection
develops qualities to ensure his/her survival.  Specific references to each selection
must be included in your essay.

A holistic scoring scale was used to grade this question.

Commentary on Response:

This question was generally well done.

Common Errors: 

• Students wrote introductions which lacked a clear thesis statement(s).
• Students had ineffective conclusions.
• Students made vague references to work chosen.
• Students wrote plot summaries. 
• Student writing demonstrated a lack of transitions; ineffective links from

one selection to the other resulting in a lack of coherence and unity. 
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English 3201 Scoring Scale - Comparative Essay

Criteria Grade

• content displays an outstanding knowledge of subject matter
• introduction is compelling
• conclusion reinforces unity in a compelling way
• structure (response is nearly flawless with ideas that are logically sequenced and

developed)
• selections are consistently supported with detailed references that relate to the

task (quotes...)
• mechanics (response is almost error-free)

9 - 10

• content displays a strong knowledge of subject matter
• introduction is strong
• conclusion is strong, clear, and unified
• structure (response is strong with ideas that are logically sequenced and

developed despite some evidence of disunity)
• selections are strongly supported with references that relate to the task (quotes...)
• mechanics ( strong grasp of conventions with some errors present)

7 - 8

• content displays an adequate knowledge of subject matter
• introduction has a general sense of direction
• conclusion reinforces unity but tends to be routine
• structure (response is generally focused with flow sometimes interrupted)
• selections are sometimes supported with references
• mechanics (even though errors are present, there is a good grasp of conventions

and flow is maintained)

5 - 6

• content displays a limited knowledge of subject matter
• introduction is not always clear and has little direction
• conclusion, although present, is limited and does little to tie the piece together
• structure (response is limited and coherence falters frequently)
• selections are rarely supported with references
• mechanics (errors are frequent and beginning to affect readability)
• an organized summary is provided and is somewhat connected to the task

3 - 4

• content displays an unclear knowledge of subject matter
• introduction is unclear and has no direction
• conclusion is unconnected or does not exist
• structure (there is no flow and coherence)
• selections are never supported with references
• mechanics ( errors are making readability impossible)
• a summary is presented but has no connection to the task

0 - 2

0.5......................1
1.........................2.5
1.5......................4
2.........................5
2.5......................6

3.......................7.5
3.5....................9.0
4.......................10
4.5....................11
5.......................12.5

5.5....................14
6.......................15
6.5....................16
7.......................17.5
7.5....................19

8.......................20
8.5....................21
9.......................22.5
9.5....................24
10.....................25
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Exemplars
Excellent (25/25)
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Excellent (25/25)
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Excellent (25/25)
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Excellent (25/25)
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Good (20/25)
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Value
15% 24. You have applied for the presidency of a well-established company where

the salary you would be paid is a million dollars a year.  You were not the
successful candidate selected for the job.  Write a letter to the editor
expressing your dissatisfaction about the decision, outlining three reasons
why you should have been the successful candidate.

A holistic scoring scale was used to grade this task.

Commentary on Response:

This question was generally well done.

Common Errors:

• Students did not know how to construct  a letter to the editor. Many wrote
to their prospective employer, not an editor.

• Student wrote weak opening paragraphs.
• Students had difficulty unifying the three “reasons”.
• Students missed “audience”.
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English 3201 Scoring Scale - Personal Response

Criteria Grade

• content displays an outstanding knowledge of subject matter
• introduction is compelling
• conclusion reinforces unity in a compelling way
• structure (response is nearly flawless with ideas that are logically sequenced

and developed)
• format displays an outstanding knowledge of the writing form
• selections are consistently supported with detailed references that relate to the

task (quotes...)
• mechanics (response is almost error-free)

9 - 10

• content displays a strong knowledge of subject matter
• introduction is strong
• conclusion is strong, clear, and unified
• structure (response is strong with ideas that are logically sequenced and

developed despite some evidence of disunity)
• format displays a strong knowledge of the writing form
• selections are strongly supported with references that relate to the task

(quotes...)
• mechanics ( strong grasp of conventions with some errors present)

7 - 8

• content displays an adequate knowledge of subject matter
• introduction has a general sense of direction
• conclusion reinforces unity but tends to be routine
• structure (response is generally focused with flow sometimes interrupted)
• format displays a satisfactory knowledge of the writing form
• selections are sometimes supported with references
• mechanics (even though errors are present, there is a good grasp of conventions

and flow is maintained)

5 - 6

• content displays a limited knowledge of subject matter
• introduction is not always clear and has little direction
• conclusion, although present, is limited and does little to tie the piece together
• structure (response is limited and coherence falters frequently)
• selections are rarely supported with references
• format displays a limited knowledge of the writing form
• mechanics (errors are frequent and beginning to affect readability)
• an organized summary is provided and is somewhat connected to the task

3 - 4

• content displays an unclear knowledge of subject matter
• introduction is unclear and has no direction
• conclusion is unconnected or does not exist
• structure (there is no flow and coherence)
• selections are never supported with references
• format displays a very limited knowledge of the writing form
• mechanics ( errors are making readability impossible)
• a summary is presented but has no connection to the task

0 - 2
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English 3201 Scoring Scale - Personal Response
Conversion chart

0.5 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
1 . . . . . . . . . . . 1.5
1.5 . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
2.5 . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

3 . . . . . . . . . . . 4.5
3.5 . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
4.5 . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
5 . . . . . . . . . . . 7.5

5.5 . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
6.5 . . . . . . . . . . . 10
7 . . . . . . . . . . 10.5
7.5 . . . . . . . . . . . 11

8 . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
8.5 . . . . . . . . . . . 13
9 . . . . . . . . . . 13.5
9.5 . . . . . . . . . . . 14
10 . . . . . . . . . . . 15
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Exemplars
Excellent (15/15)
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Good (11/15)
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PART 1 & 11
SECTION B -SIGHT PASSAGES

Visual / Prose / Poetry
Selected-Response - Item Analysis

Item

Responses

Multiple Answers
or No Response A B C D

% % % % %

 SECTION B - PART 1 (Visual), 2 (Prose), & 3 (Poetry)

1.   Correct answer is A .2 57.1 16.4 21.7 4.5

2.   Correct answer is D .1 2.1 4.2 6.8 86.9

3.   Correct answer is C .1 6.4 9.4 76.2 7.9

6.   Correct answer is C .3 13.1 45.7 40.1 .8

7.   Correct answer is C .3 12.6 15.6 54.3 17.2

8.   Correct answer is C .4 23.2 19.4 42.5 14.6

9.   Correct answer is D .1 7.7 6.3 3.4 82.5

10. Correct answer is B .3 5.4 65.8 11.6 16.9

11. Correct answer is A 1.2 79.6 10.6 .7 7.9

14. Correct answer is C .4 31.1 .6 37.1 30.7

15. Correct answer is A .3 77.5 15.8 5.4 .9

16. Correct answer is C .5 7.2 11.9 72.4 8.0

17. Correct answer is C .6 5.0 8.7 74.3 11.4

18. Correct answer is D .5 1.0 13.7 18.9 65.9

19. Correct answer is B .7 5.7 91.8 1.0 .7
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ENGLISH 3201
CONSTRUCTED - RESPONSE 

(SECTION B AND C)

Item Students
Completing Item Value Average Average % Per

Item

SECTION B

PART I

4 4865 4 2.83 70.65

5 4865 3 1.54 51.29

PART II

12 4865 4 3.59 89.80

13 4865 5 2.83 56.66

PART III

20 4865 4 2.77 69.31

21 4865 5 2.52 50.36

22 4865 10 5.73 57.26

SECTION C

23 4865 25 14.28 57.11

SECTION D

24 4865 15 8.86 59.06
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